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4 PRELDIARY OPERATIONS

hlflteaeoct and inspection
Run 13,61 in which the HRE-2 was first operated at pove r, was termt- 

—ted. becmuse of failur * of Fiberglas insulation on the po—r wiring in the 
reactor —11. With the reactor abut do—, the cell was flooded with —ter 
to provide shielding and about 1000 ft of new —gnesis-insulated po—r 
wiring was installed.

Thirty-one days after the end of power operation a radiation nurvey of 
the submerged reactor equipment was made. Around most of the piping, the 
enmma intensity was 15-50 r/hr. The only exceptions — the fuel feed line 
eed1—nt pot, where the radiation was 1100 r/hr, and the line connecting the 
fuel preswurizer with the circulating system, which read 500 r/hr. These 
high levels were thought to be an indication of deposited solids, mqst of 
which were for—il during the period of rapid corrosion in Bun 15.(1)

1

In order to explore more thoroughly the effects of the Bun 15 corrosion, 
it was decided to open the core inspection port and to exsert ns the interior 
with periscopes. A small sound of —lids was seen in the pressurize r line 
and sore solids —re piled in the core around the periphery of the upper dr- 
fusor eerssn. Sample of the solids from the core and from the pressurizer 
line — obtained. (2) The thickness of the pipe —11 at the point of 
solids deposition was —soured, with — ultrasonic device and was found to 
be unchanged-

While the cell vas flooded, the fuel circulating pump vas removed and 
corrosion specmens in its discharge pipe were taken out for inspection. (2) 
The pump, with new specimens, vas then replaced under water. The fuel let- 
down valve, which had begun to leak during Bun 15, was replaced, also under 
water, without undue difficulty.

I«olMtloc of Original Fuel Change

Arter maintenonce and inspection work vas completed, the cell vas 
drained and the fuel was returned from the storage tanks vhere it had been 
held during the shutdown period. The fuel solution at this time cant a i nod 
about 0.6 kg of nickel, a result of stainless-steel corrosion during Bun 13. 
The high concentrations of nickel raised questions of fuel stablty. 
Furthermore, the noranl scatter in —a cure—nt s of thia mach nickel would

-13. R. Engel et al., “Bumary of mE-2 Bun 13 (Initial Power Oper- 
ation)," ORNL Cy-58-10-115 (Oct. 29, 1958).

«

()

(2). Janka, A. R. Olsen, and V. C. Yen, -Exmmnatons of Specimens 
and Scales Taken From the ERT Following Buns 15 and 14," ORNL CF-58-9-37 
(Sept. 11, 1958).
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prevent the accurate determinatiom of the corrosion rate from nickel build 
up rate if the corrosion occurred at a moderately low rate. Because of 
these considerntions it was decided to begin Run Ik with a fresh churee of 
fuel. The old charge was to be stored in the fuel Etornge tanks until it 
coula bo removed for chemical processing. Thus on March 23, the fuel was 
boiled down to a small heel in the dumg tanks and thia was transferred to 
the stornge tanks.

On Karch 2k, vith the high-pressure nysteme comgletely filled with 
the pressure wns rnised to 2500vith the purge pumps to test the

rength Of the mystem. At Um conclusion of the hydrostatic test, the
pressurizer hesters vere turned on. - _
Circulation wns begu in core end blanket at 2245 on March 2k.

tre systems with Steam.

flow of 2 l1ters/min vus started into the core at the aume time-
An oxygen

Bhortly after the start of circulation in the hleh-presmure syeteme, 
the fuel feed pump vm vitched to pump from the dump tanka. The purpose 
of this was to mix in any uranium vhich might have remained in the dump 
tanks after the transfer, permitting determinmtion of the amount left 
behind from a hign-presaure semple.- After over three hours of mixine, a 
fuel high-pressure sample vas inolsted at 0249 on March 25. After con- 
firaatloa that a setisfactory sample had been obtained, at 05*7 the fuel 
feed pump was switched back to roodsnsate supply to purge the urmnium from 
the core into the tu—r tanks.

Heating of the high-pressure systema had started at 0220 on March 25. 
The heatup continued, first with plant steam then with steam from the 
packnge boiler, until that evening at 1720. At thia time, beat addition 

was stopped in orde- to replace the soot blower steam valve on the boiler 
and to stop a steam leak. The system tempernture which had reached 230° 
fell, in the absence of henting,to 1TT°C before plant steam was admitted to 
the heat exchungers at 2220 on March 25. Another attempt to put the 
package boiler in service was made at 0008 on March 26. Thia time the 
feedwater bypass vulve failed to function properly and bad to be repaired. 
Satisfactory operation of the boiler was achieved at 0245 and the nystem 
t omp< rature was rat sad to 270°C by 0600 on Marr b 26.

In the period from o600 on March 25, to 2049 on March 26, five samples, 
taken from the fumel dump tanks indicated that the solution in the dump tanks 
still cent at nod about 540 < of uranim. The solute vas then concentrated 
in about 60 lb of solution and mt transferred to the fuel stornge tanks. 
After this tranefer was completed at 0055 on March 27, three more samples 
were taken from the fuel dump tanks. These showed that of the orisinal 
charge of 6397 g of uranium, only 62 6 remnined in solution in the dump 
tanks. This small amount was left to be mixed with the new charee. (Xt 
later becam evident that several hundred grams had been left in the 
reactor, but did not show in the samp lee, presumably because it was not 
soluble.)
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Operation vith BubcriticalUrunum Concentratione
On Mareh 27, a new chmrge of fuel vea injected. Addition of fuel

through line 162 to the fuel dump tenks, beginning at 1315 and end:ng at 
1722. Heavy water wns umed to flush the lines after the mdditiem- muant-- 
ties added in this charge vere:

V02504

Ouso,,

D,o

13.64 kg
3.65 ke
1.89 kg

60.61 kg
Folloving the addition of the fuel charge, the ump tank ve ht vam ed- 
j us ted to 600 lb and at 1852 the feed pump was mwitched to pump fuel solu- 
tion. The dump tank vzight and the pumpine rate (5 1b/ min) were chosen so 
thnt the core concentration rose only to the critical concentration Tor 
250OC. Because the reactor temperature was being held at 270°C vith hentine 
stenm, the reactor was vell suberitical. This condition was maintained for 
about 56 hours, until 0700 as March 29. During this period a number of 
samples were taken to provide a baseline for analysis of chemical behmvlor 
during power operation.

i
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PCMER OPERATION -

S2ec1mlSupervislonandAnalysinofOperationa
All aspects of the reactor operation were studied closely and con

tinuously during Run 14. Three technical persons were assigned to each 
shift to plot and to evaluate the data being taken by the regular operating 
personnel. Also, in addition to the regular shift crew, W *here was on 
duty at all timee one of three Operations Senior Supervisors. This 
arrangement was put into effect during the period of suberitical operation 
and continued until the end of the run.

Bn— or the operating variables which were followed are plotted in 
Figs. 3 through 8. (The plots are discussed on pages 15 through 17.) In 
reading the account which follovs, it mny be convenient to refer to these 
figures to get a better understand 1 ng of operations.

Inl tied. Op»r<t.lon I Wk

During the subcrltleal operation, when the ays tea was being heated with 
steam from the package boiler, condensate levels in the beat exchangers were 
kept below the upper tubes to expose the necessary heat transfer area. At 
0700 on March 29, as the first step in —king the reactor critical, the 
trapping out of condensate was stopped to allow the levels to Hse. As the 
condensate rose, covering more and more tubes, the heat input became less 
than the heat losses and the reactor temperature began a slow decline.

The slow approach to the critical temperature was halted at 0835 to 
permit replacement of a faulty process radiation monitor (RE-560A on steam 
and cooling water lines). While the fuel temperature was being held at 
259°C, a fuel high-pressure sample was isolated. The cool-dovm was resumed 
at 0955 and criticality was achieved at 1020 at a core temperature of 255°. 
The neutron level rose slowly on about a JO-sec period, then leveled off. 
At this point external heating was stopped by shutting off the package 
boiler. The reactor power then rose to match system heat losses (about 
200 ku) .

At this low power, the blanket temperature began to fall below the core 
temperatur, because the heat generated in the blanket was insufficient to 
match beat losses from that part of the system. The fuel and blanket beat 
exchangers were interconnected so that steam was free to pass from the fuel 
to the blanket exchanger, thus transferring heat from the core, where most 
of the power was being generated. In order to minimize the temperature 
difference between the blanket and the fuel solution, all of the condensate 
vas drained from the blanket exchanger to give more condensing surface.

(1)The shirt organization included 3 engineers and 4 technicians.
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At 1112, addition of feedwater to the fuel heat exdaneer was 
started in preparation for raising the power by withdrawing steam. At 
1156 the power was raised to aha* 1 Mw by sending Steen to the air-cooled 
condenser. As the condenser warned up, it became necessary to start the 
condenser fan to sustain Um beat removn1 at the l-Me Level.

During the period in vhich the fuel temperature was keing reduced to 
approach eriticaity, the fuel dump tank veicht vas allowed to decrenn to 
make up for the additional solution required in the hieh-pressure ayutem. 
After a stable pover level vas reached, the fuel it MT tank velght was 
raised back to 600 lb by transferring D20 vapor to the fuel eystem from . 
the blanket system through a hole that existed in Um rupture-dise as■safely. 
This, along with an increase in Um blanket temperature, cmuzed the evernee 
core temperature to drop from 255°C to 250°c.

After a abort period of operation at 1 Me, the Incrensing blanket 
temperature made it apparent that Um beat generation in the blanket was 
nou greater than the beat losses there. Since the blanket heat exchanser 
had been drained, it vas not posaible to withdrav steem to r—ova Um ex- 
cess heat. Instead, the small cooling requirement was ast by starting Um 
blanket feed pump to remove beat via the letdown treum. In this way the 
blanket temperature -was stabilized.

An effort was then node to fill the blanent beet exchanger by col
lecting steam onodeneeta. Hovever, it vas found that Um beat earnhaagsr 
blowdown valves leaked and it was necessary to close both valves HV-378Aw22 
and HCV-540 to get any increase in Level. HV-5[8A was closed at 1605 on 
March 29, and by 2115 Um boat exchanger Level had risen to 8% on the level 
recorder. At that time HEV-540 was opened to trap ccndensnte from the 
blanket steam drum to the deaerator surge tank. This was accompenied by 
an Increase in power Level, indicating that either the steam trap or 
HV-378B was leaking. The heat exchanger Level also began to decrease 
s lowly .< At 2317 the fuel and blanket beat exchangers were interconnected 
through the shell ■■t1 1 "C Lines to Let hot water flow into the blanket 
beat exchanger. This brought about a gradual increase in the blanket level. 
The level van allowed to increase in this way unt1l 0555 on March 20, when 
it had reached 266. At that time HCV-538 was closed to reduce the blanket 
steam druum pressure in an effort to increase the water flow rate into the 
shell. The level continued to increase at about the same rate as pre
viously and reached 45% at 1115. HCV-538 was then reopened and the level
rose to 57%. At that time Um feedwater valve was opened and the Level 
mined to 70% with the feedwater pump. A stable operating Level was 
reached at 1400 on March 50.

(2)For:locntionsorvalvesana LAnes, see:
F. C. Zapp, "HRT Process Flovsheets, Rev. IV," CRNL CF-55-5-156 

(Sept. 16, 1957).
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FirstRiseto2.MandReturn
The reactivity available to the reactor syst — appeared to roamin 

essentially constant throughout 26 hours of operation at 1 M. Therefore, 
the power wm slowly raised, beginning at 1545 an March 30, and leveled out 
at 2 Mw at 1650.

me nuclear avernge temperature of the reactor vas about 255°c at the 
•tart at the power inereese. Thie began to drop at about 1600, even before 
the 2- power level wet rearbed, indicating a lone of reactivity and mug- 
estinc a loss of urantum. The decline in eve re go tswyrature contl one A

tar about 5 hours end then avpemred to level out at about 244c, a < 
10°c. A fuel high-pressure sample was isolated at 1753, after about

of

drop in the nuclear avernge temperature, in an attempt to verify The aP- 
parent loss of urentum fro* the high-pressure nystem. At 1954, the power 
level was reduced to 1 Mw and the nuclear average temperature began to 
increase almost imedtately. After 2 hour of operation at 1 M, this 
tenge raters had risen to within 1°C of the value before the increase in 
power.

InvestientlonofTemperstureEffectsnt1M
After the reactor nuclear t a*pa future had recovered fro* the 2- 

operation, a series at tests was started to try to determne the effect of 
core ts ape future on the stability of the fuel solution at the 1- power 
level. On March 31, about 132 lb of D20 was transferred from the blanket 
dump tanks to the fuel dump tanks to reduce the uranium concentration and 
lower the reactor temperature by about 10°C. The transfer was completed at 
0255. go decrease in temperature was noted beyond that expected from the 
dilution effect. At 0700, collection of r rmdsn sets was started to restore 
the fuel tung tank weight to its original value to see if the initial 
t ■ agar ature of 255°c could be reproduced. The resultant temperature vas, 
if anything, very slightly higher when steady state was attatned.

Starting at 1146, the fuel aolution vns concentrated further to raise 
the cwt outlet temperature to 270°C. A stable operating condition at ths 
temperature was final ly achieved at about 1500 and held for approximately 
one hour, with no apparent loss of reactivity.

At 1216, while the change in system taupe future was being made, the 
cooling water flow to the fuel letdown heat exchanger was reduced to raise 
the letdown st res* temperature. Up to this point, the temperuture had been 
30-40°C and a decision was nails to operate with the taupe future at 80-100°c 
to reduce the likelihood of precipitating uranyl peroxide in the Letdown 
straw*. It was believed that a holdup of precipitated peroxide in the dump 
tanks night account for sown of the apparent inventcry losses during condi
tions of nstability. (It was intended that future experiments would be 
conducted to determine the lowest temperature vhich could be tolerated 
without Losses by precipitation. However, due to the abrupt termination of 
the run, these tests were not carried out.)
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Iic-qH Bl— to 2 W Betau-n

Folloving the eetablishment or ngparent fael solution stability vith 
the core outlet temperature at 270°C, tbe fuel dump tank, wns nnin 

255‘C. The 4ump t—*Inc—nsed to reduce the reactor temperature to about
weight change —a made at 1610 on March 51, und by 1800, the core pvermee 
temperature had leveled out at 258°C and the nucleer svernge at 256 - A 
faei hig-pressure aumple vas isolated et 1804 1n preparation for increeeins 
Um power to 2 M to see if the previcusly obnerved tempereture inntebil1ty 
at this powe r level coul4 be reproduced.

Sia— there had be— some qastton about the comvergunce ana <1—no 
of the core inlet and outlet temperatures with power ch—pee, it w— planned 
to make this change by first redncing the power and then reyidly 1nereemine 
it to 2 Mr. Therefore, at 1816, the mmin — tor stemm stop vnlven, 
HCV-537 and-538, — cloeed for 10 minutes. In this period the —tor 
pouer level dropped to about WO tar end the core inlet and outlet’ tempez- 
ntures changed by upperirl —tely ep—l amounts, comvergine to 258°- At 
1826, the main stop valves — rrope—« with the — r—dary atemm throttline 
valves, HCV-536A and B closed. The ate— drum pressure 4ropped very sharpl3 
as the ate— from the drums expanded to fill the — taide pipine- The fuel 
circulnting linear vas stopped by the stem pressure -time derivntive inter- 
loch and wm restarte vithin 5 seconds. The pover level rone rapidl? no 
the outer eta— throttlins valves were op snel to a pre Satori nod netting
vhich would withrew steam espomndins to 2 Mr of pover. There was a
brief pease in the powe r increase r—4 by a momentary up—t in the fuel 
presourize r level which wns recovered in Leas than a minute- The — tor 
vas stable at 2 Mr within 5 Minutes of the time the poe r increnee —• 
started. (The r aye-turn behavior la described in detail — pege 67.)

The resctor nuclear t rep i rature remnined stendy for nearly one hour 
after the power i—a— and then started to decline rather rapidly. Thin 
temperature had dropped T°C by 2100, 1-1/2 hours after the start of the 
decline. At 2105 the power level wns reduced to 1.5 Mr which checked the 
taupereturn dwell— and effected — increnne of about 2°C. The power was 
reduced to 1.5 Me at 2316 and 1.0 Mw at 23h5- A slow but steady Lac roe— 
in tempereture ensued and, by 0250 — April 1, the original nuclear a—— 
tempernture of 255°c and the core averege of 258°C —re attained.

Bi — to 2 Ms and Operetiao at UU Fo—r

After the recovery of system temperature, an att ■—t —a aada to 
de tonal— the exact power Level at vhich —activity lons, ]ndl rated by 
decree— in nuclear average tenpi return, would begin to appear. The expert- 
aunt vas started with core avernge taupe return at 258°. In the period 
from 0303 to 0525 on April 1, the —tor pover level vas raised from 1.0 
to 1.5 Ms with the nuclear average t ■ up b return at 255.3°C. At this pover, 
the nuclear a—g temperature decree— 4 about I°c in 1-1/2 hours. There- 
forot at 0504, the power le—1 was reduced to 1.2 Mw and the nuclear 
average t saps re turn appeared to stabilize at 253- 5°C.
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At 0758, after a short period of operation is "shutdown" to measure 
the fuel feed and purge rates, the fuel dump tank solution was concentrated 
to rutse the core averege temperature to approximmtely 265°C. The power 
level was reduced to 1.1 Mw at this time and to 1.0 M at 0900. The dusp 
tank wetent change was complete at 0855, and at 1130, although the nuclear 
average temperature was at 265.5°c and still rising slishtl¥g the power 
level was increased to 1.5 Mu. This temperature rose to 266°C and then 
dropped back to 265.5°c at 1300. At that time the power vas_inerensed to 
1.5 Nw and the nuclear average temperature dropped about 0.5°. At 1*10, 
the power was rutsed to 1.7 My sad, in the next 2 hours, the nuclear 
average tinpirature dropped 2°C to 263°C and leveled out.

At 1751 on April 1, the reactor was switched to "shutdown" to measure 
the fuel flood pump flow from the non den eate tank. This dilution of the 
hign-pressure system ounned. a drop of nearly MC in the nuclear average 
temperature which begin to cone back slowly. At 2015, the power level was 
increased to 2.0 Nw. After the system had stabilized from the pump flow 

we a bhi rone nt and the power change, the nue Lear average temperature was 
261°c, spproximately 2°C below the equilibrlum temperature for the 1.7- 
power level. The average core tenge nature was 261.5*0 at this tins, com- 
pared with 265-5°C at 1.7 M.

The reactor was held st 2 with the system temperature remninine 
essentially constant unt1l 1055 on April 2. Starting at that time, the 
fuel dump tank solation was gradually diluted with 70 lb of condennnte to 
reduce the core average t esge nature below 255*C. The object of this move 

was to reproduce the temperature and power at which instability had appeared 
on Merrit 51. The system reached equilibrium at about 1300 with the nuclear 
average temperature at 254°c and the core everag t i eg inature at 251°C. 
The observed Aorrease of 7-1/2°c la nuclear tempernture was npproximately 
what would be expected for the dilution that was made. Since the f gpsr- 
atur did not continue to decrease beyond this, it wus tentatively con- 
eluded that no instability had been encountered. At 1*15, after one hour 
or steady operation at the lower temperature, the dump I* weight was re- 
duced to bring the core average and blanket temperatures up to 265°. The 
fuel feed pump rate was also increased Trom 5 Ib/min to about 8 1b/min to 
help bring up the temperature.

Bower Increase to 5.5 Mw

After the nuclear average temperature renchea 265°c, the reactor power 
vas incrense, in steps, from 2 to 3-5 M. The first ncrense, frou 2.0 
to 2.25 Nw was mnde at 17*5 on April 2. It van then raised to 2.5 Me at 
1907, to 2.75 Me at 2005 and to 53 Mw at 2122, all with no apparent chenge in 
the nuclear avernge t ewgenature.

In the period from 2150 to 2230, the high-pressure system preszure vm 
increnned from 1500 psig to 1700 psig. At 2220, vhile the pressure vas eti1l 
incrensing, the resctor power level vas ratsed from 5 to 5-25 M- A slight 
decrense in the nuc?ear average tempernture became evident. This was, at

-8-
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I first, attributed to the power increase, as the power level was cut back 
to 2.9 Mr. Xt was then ranogs teed that the increase in pressure had caused 
a redaction in fuel feed rate which in turn resulted in lower core cenosa- 
trutien and lower critical taupe re turw. Action was then taken to restore 
the fuel feed rate to 8 1b/min, the value that existed at 1500 peig nystem 
pressure. After several adjustments la the fuel food and purge rates, the 
nuclear average temperature reached 267°C at OhOO on April 3. It was then 
reduce to 266°c at 0530 by dtlution. Xu ths period from 0559 to 0610, the 
reactor power level was ircreesed from 2.5 to 5-0 Mr. The nucleer average 
temperature renet rut erm st eat, so the power was increased to >.3 Mr at 0710 
and to 3.5 Mr at 0618.

Operationat2.5M
me renetor a/Bf operutea stably at 3.5 Mu until 1430 on April 3. 

At that time ann addition of sulfuric acid vas mnde to the fuel dump tanka. 
The follovins materials and amounts were added:

257 6

V
D,o

198 g

10,29* g

I—It ale ly following the acid addition, the nuclear average temgermture, 
which had been steady for about 9 hours, began to rise. In 5 hours it rose 
3°C, then leveled out.

At 1830 the nyntem pressure was increased from 1700 paig to 1800 psig- 
this necessitated an edjustment in the fuel feed rate which had dragged 
from 8 Ib/min to 6.25 lb/min, canning a slight decrease in nystem teuper- 
ature.

At 2118 an attempt was made to sene remctor stecm to the turbine vhich, 
up to this time, hed been operating vith plant st saw. The controller vhich 
regulates the renctor steum pressure to the turbine turottle falled to 
function properly, causing several resctor power murges mnd erratic bahavl or 
of the turbine. This resulted in a complete loss of AC pover in the bu1lding- 
At thia point all stecm vithdrawal from the reactor was stopped and the feed 
pump vas mitched to "shutdov," redoring the power level to below 1 Mu. 
Bui King power vas then restored from the outside bervice line and all aux- 
1l1ary AC equipment vas put back in service. After the reactor nystem was 
returned to stable operation, the power was raised, reaching 2 Mr at 2245 
and 3.5 Mr at 2330.

Since it was planned to raise the reactor to the full 5- power level 
on April 4, it was decided to raise the nucleer average temperature to 275°C 
for better re raabinn tian-ratalyut activity. Accordingly, the fuel duwp 
tank solution was concentrated, starting at midnieht, to achieve this 
t any r stare.
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Startled at 0110 on April A, the reactor power level was re dared to 
3 Min preparation for another att i ay* to operate the turbine with remctor 
st sea. At 0218, the changsver from building steen was started by mmma11J 
controlltng the oteum throttlins valves. A aw nth trannition resulted from 
this procedure. With the turbine on reactor steu, all other steam with
drawal wm stopped and it was observed that an indicated reactor power level 
of 3.2 Mw vns required to produce 200 Kv of electricity ate 0.6 poer 
factor. the total renctor power level was restored to 5-5 Mw at 0338 with 
Met of the steen gping to the turbine end the rteeInder to the air-cooled 
Tdam. At 0530, another attempt was ends to control, outonatieally, the 
reactor steen preseure to the turbine throttle. Hovever, accurate control 
could not be accomplimhed and vide fluctuntions in power level occurred. 
Therefore, the at* i m it was abandoned and manual control was retained.

StepviseIncreasete Maximm Power
startng at 0900 on April 4, the reactor level was raised in three 

stepe from 3.5 to 5,0 Mw* The power reached 4.0 Me at 0911, A. 5 M at 1040, 
end 5.0 Mw at 1210.(3) In contrast to the eyi divergence obserred earlier, 
the core outlet temperuture did not chnnge as the power was rained, while 
the inlet quickly dropped about 5‘c at each step increnae-

Core Tank Failurw and atobeequent Shutdown

me motor waa running very amoothly vhen at 1232 the indicated fuel 
presurizer level abruptly dropped offscele. An interlock on the prenour- 
izer level mitched the fuuel feed pump suvply from the dump tanka to the 
condennnte tank, thun beginning a dilution of the core. Mhen the renctor 
operator anw the level drop, hie first thought vas that the letdown valve 
whs stuck open and he immedintely increnced the feed yw ntroke in ■» ef- 
fort to halt the drop and bring the level buck on scale. Althoueh the pres
sure and the fuel circulatins FW power did not behave as if the level had 
fallen all the way to the connection with the circulating strenm, the level 
remnined oat of sight. A hasty check of the fuel feed pump showed that it 
vas indeed delivering a high flow. It wan then noticed that the blanket 
dump tank weleht was inerensing rapidly and that faps returns indicated that 
fuel letdown had stopped and that letdown through the blanket lotdown line 

had started. Fran these indications it was murmised that the level Instru-
ment vns indicuting falmely and thmt the fucl preszurizer actu 
and overflowing to the blanket through the open rupture-dise line.

full

C3)mene are all nominal powers, indicated by a fuel heat evehaneer Of 
recorder, The best estimate of the nudna power ie 6-4 Nw.

(“)Preseurizer temperntures did not drop, as they would have, bed the 
comjectured situation actually existed, This fact was not noted fd1- 
ately, however.
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Proneeding on the namasytiM that the level element had falled, the 

operators yet the fuel letdown valve on enema 1 control and opened it to 
naw rt the supposed hieh level la the presmurizer. Mhen the fuel letdoum 
valve waa epensd, hovever, the blanket pressurizer level ■ to fall 
and, even though this man eed the blankt letdown valve to close, it bin — 
necesaary to operate the blanket feed pump to mmintain level in the 
blanket presmurizer. At about thia tin* it waa noticed that, coincidental 
with the loss of fuel presmurizer level, the blanket inlet and outlet 
ts—return* had begun to diverge, indicating an inerenning power g—r- 
ation in that region and eugesting that urnnium won enterine the blanket 
(see Tis. 9). Thue it ba ram apparent that a connectiom which permitted .
interchange of l1qu1d must have —<1— 1 jr opened 
blanket ayatema.

the fuel end

The reector power level had been reduced after the effort* to bring 
the fuel pressurizer level on scale proved vamuccessfual- The turbine waa 
shifted from reactor steam to plant steen and the reactor power vas re dosed 
further by stopping the steen flow to the air-cooled condenser. With ***** 
wltbdrwwal etopped, dilution lowered the critical temperature faster than 
boat losses reduced the actual temperature, no the reactor went muberitical. 
At 1517 the parirag* boiler waa put in service to retard the rate of cooling 
and insure that the reactor would not go critical again.

The pre senes of urmnium in the blanket was confirmed by a ammple tnken 
at 1406. This fact won fairly obvious laan di etely upon withdrawing the 
semple since the nctvity of the smmple was very hich, and chemicnl enaly- 
ala soon ptxiwed that it contained, uranium.

Starting at 1500, a final check waa aade to clearly daawm atrete the 
existence of an inter nrwie rtloo between the fuel and blanket 11 paid eye* ana. 
Both letdown valves were closed —ally, both circulating pumps were 
stopped and both nets of pressurizer heater* were turned off. It ma then 
possible to bring the fuel pressurizer level into the range of its level 
elemete without raising the blanket level out of the range of that ele- 
ment.(5) The interconnecting bole waa apparently fairly large, as the fuel 
and blanket Jewel* stayed close together when both were raised with either 
the fuel or blanket feed pump.

The mhutdovn vas carried to rang lotion. by continuing to fluzh the hieh- 
pressure eywtea* with condensate for 12 hours, cooling down and draining to 
the dump tanks. Menmurements vere then conducted to deteruine the site and

(5)Earlterattemptato do this had been unsucceesful becaume of the 
difference in presmure drops that existed between the core and bIan be t mnd 
their respective pressurizers. VI th circulation there were pressure drops 
along the Um« of l1quid flow in fuel and blanket regions from the hole to 
the pressurizer connections. Also, the pressurizer heaters were operating 
in such a vny to cause an additional dirferential presmure between the two 
pressurizers.

-11-
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(6) mnenitude of the lenk In the core tenk." 
establishea calibration of l1quid level vs 

On the benis of previounly 
system holdup, the break I

appenred to bo la the vicinty of the welded peripberal joint between the 
30- and 901 dag wane natron ra secttons finer the bottom of the 21remloy coze 
vessel (nee Fl*. l). While pumpins from the core to the blankot at 
25 1b/min, the water levels la the core and blanket were found to differ 
by only 3/8 in., with pneumntic level probes kola* weed for the meamre- 
ments. A bead Loew of approximntely 3/4 ia. waa measured at a flow rate 
of 65 Ib/min. On the besis of rheee n M wr-awenta, the bole area waa 
estimatea t» be 1.5 to 2.0 la.2.

Over the next few months, meverml attempta were made to viey the 
opening in Um core tank. Hovever, it vas not untl Seytember 24, that 
the photograph Mow in Fig- 2 wan mnde with the use of a remoteiy-manpu- 
1a* nd mirror and periscope system. In this photogrnph the kola avpenrs to 
be nearly zound and between 1 and 2 la. la 11 awn Ter. Its location wm at
the intersection of the 30- and 90-deg cone as had been predicted by Um
eerly ts.

(6R.VanwinklenndR.H.Oumon, "A Reviev of the Data end Obser- 
vations Taken for the Purpose of Loceting and Estimnting the Sze of the 
Hole in the Core," emo. cF- 58-6-112 (June 15/ 195®).

4
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GAPES or OPERATIG COADITIOBS

Continuoua plots of many of the reactor ogeratine varinblas were 
mnintained throughout Run 14. A mumber of these curves are prenented here 
for We period of power operation. The curves were reproduced Airectly from 
the originnl plots sod We complete representetion Tor We neven days of 
power operation covers two sheets for each curve.

hex tor Power
The renctor pover indiceted by the line on 3 and 4 obtained 

dtrectly rrom the chart record or TAR-6530. Ths instrument recerds te 
dirrerence la E.M.F. of thermocouples on the inlet and exit connectione to 
the fuel heat exchanger, edjusted by a constent factor vhich takes into ac- 
count the solution flow rate and 1ta beat cmpacity, to inicate core power
directly in M. Thus varintions in flov rate or hent capacity woulA Intro
duce error to this meamurement. Error mmy elso exist r the scale factor or
We instrument is Incorrect. In any event. We instrument Indicntes only 
the core power end does not take into account power mnerated elsewhere in 
We renctor system.

The total reactor powers mensured by overmll mystem beat ha lan res are 
mhoum as points on the 6ruph. Only a smn1l part of the dirrerences betwen 
Indicated core power free TER -65 30 and We heat balance power can be mt- 
tribute* to power generation outeide We core. It appears that the nucler 
power was ectunlly as mach as 305 greater than Wat indicated by T4-6530 
(ace discussion on pege 36).

Pore Pressure
Core pressure, also shown in Figs. 3 and 4, is umone the steedieet of 

We reactor myutem ya renters and is set primrily by We reguirement Wat 
boiling in the blab-pressure system be avoided. To provide a vide margin 
for error, We pressure was raised from 1500 paig to 1700 and later to 
1800 psig as the system temperstures were raised Aurin* We run. Rninine 
We pressure lowers We output of We feed and purge puny, thus arfectine 
the core concentration. Therefore, adjustmente la We pumping rutes ba* to 
be mnde vth each pressure cheaps to minmize undenired changes in oter 
paras* tors.

Core anA klanhet Tbuperutures
The core inlet an* outlet and We bimnket outlet r>*ps Futures are 

plotted together la Figs. 3 an* A because of their close interrelationghiP- 
The core tempersture on this plot was telen from one recorder (2-6560) 
while the blanket tempernture was taken from another (TR-6510) . The core 
temperature was also recorded on the mltipoint instrument with the blanket 
tempernture, but the TR-6560 record was plotted because it was sore con- 
venient and because it had been adopted as the reference 1netrument by 
which We eye tea was controlled.
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Factor* Affecting Concentration

The factors which can be varied to control the concentration of fuel 
in the core are the fuel dump tank weight and the rates of fuel feed and 
purge. These variables are plotted in Fig*. 5 and 6.

Changes in the fuel dump tank weigh* nay be effected by divertine som* 
condensate to the condensnte tank or by dropping some of the condensate from 
that tank. Such changes are the normal means of controiliang eore concen- 
trntion. If the condensate weight is held steady while the core temperature 
chnnges for any reason, the change in high-pressure system density will Saow 
up as a change in dump tank weight. Perturbations in dump tank weight re
sult when pumping rates are measured by pumping from the condensate tank. 
In such operations, the condensate weight is allowed to decrease while the 
dump tank weight goes up- Generally the dump tank welent i* restored to 
normal soon after pumping rate measurements ar* made.

The point* shown on the plots of feed and purge rates are rate* 
measured by pumping from the condensate tank.

"RueLear Awera^pr" Temperature

The critical concentration of U-235 in the core is a function of the 
"nuclear average" temperature of the reactor. Figs. 7 and 8 show an appro xl- 
mation of the "nuclear average" temperature equal to one-third the sum of 
the core inlet, core outlet and blanket outlet temperature s. (The sieni- 
ficance of the "nuclear average" and tre reason for this particular epprox1- 
nation are dl ecussed on pnges 73 through 74 .)

Concentration Ratio*

The core uranium concentration can be determined in three ways: by a 
material balance using the book inventory, from the critical temperature 
and by sample analysis. During the course of Run 14, core concentrations 
estimated by the three different methods vere compared to detect changes in 
the uranium in circulation and a* a check on the analytical results. 
Figs. 7 and 8 compare concentrations as the ratio* of critical and analyti
cal concentration* to the concentration calculated from a material balance. 
(The point* plotted in these figures differ from the point* originally cal
culated because of a revised vulue of book inventory during Run 14.) For 
further diocussion, see page 72.

Charcoal Temperature*
Since Run 14 was the flrat operation to generate very large quantities 

of fission product gases, the perforaanre of the charcoal adsorber beds was 
followed closely. The tempereture in the 1/2-in. section of one of the beds 
in service is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, with temperature in the idle bed 
plotted for comparison.

16 -
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Cora Yank failure

Because or Um careful exnmination that wes mnde of the oyntem condi- 
tions at the tme or the appearance of the core bo la, a specinl plot 
prepared, on an expanded time scale, to show the reactor tempernturen end 
power levels far this period. Thia Inforation ia prenented in 718* 9-
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AUXILIARY BI8rES OPERATIONS

While the foregoing description is confined, for the most pert, to the 
operation of the primary part of the reactor n amp Lex, i.e., the fuel and 
blanket systeme, operation of various auxiliary systems is an essential part 
of the overall operation. The operation and performance of the oxygen and 
off-gas systems, the steam system and the flange leak-detector system are 
discussed in the folloving paragraphs. Other systems which operated as 
designed, automatically with only routine periodical checks, include:

demineralized cooling water system 
tover cooling vater syatem 
auxiliary ateam system 
refrigeration system 
instrument air system

DC control pover 
t

Oxygen Addltlcxi and Off-gas 3ywteam

Oxygen was continuously injected into the fuel high-pressure syetem at 
a rate of 2 l1ters/min (srP) , beginning with the first circulation of 20 on 
March 24, and continuing throughout the remainder of the run. No oxygen wax 
injected into the DaC blanket. The oxyeen was supplied from special high- 
pressure cylinders 52400 pig) and vaa metered into the discharge of the 
fuel feed pump through a calibrated capillary flowmeter. The consumption of 
oxygen at the supply cylinder station was followed as a cheek 9n the inte
grated flow measured by the flowmeter. Oxygen flow was controlled by a dif
ferential-expansion type valve, consisting of a tantalum plug inside a stein- 
less-steel sleeve. By raising the tempsrature with electric beaters, the
cleur 
flon.

betveen these two parts vas inereased to permit the desired gas

After the beginning of nuclear operation in Run 12, there was no longer 
any means of measuring the concentration of dissolved oxygen in the fuel 
solution, which is the real measure of the effectiveness of the oxygen in
jection system. Experiments during prel <misery testing the reactor in 
1957, showed that concentrations in solution averaged 70 of the concen- 
tration which should have existed if all the injected oxygen had gone into 
solution. (2) Subsequent to these experiments, the oxygen injection point was 
modified to give better dispersion of the oxygen in the feed stream. Thus 
70% of theoretical is probably a conservatively low figure for the actual 
dissolved oxygen concentration. On the basis of 70% dissolution efficiency 
and a 2 11ters/min injection rate, the oxygen concentration in tre bigh-

(1)D.s.Toombetml-,"AP Qumr. Prog. Rep. Jan.,31, 1958, 2*95,
P 20.

(2). Van Winkle and R. R. Wiethaup, "Oxygen Concentration in Fuel and
Blanket High-Pressure Systems, ERT Run 7," CRNL CF-57-6-56 (June 12, 1957).
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pressur fuel solution mhoula have been 670 ppm at the start or the run and 
475 ppm at the concluslon of the run when the liquid letdown rate vas higher-

Outwmrdly, the injection system opersted satisfactorily.

The cygen ead fisulon-produet gases from the hich-yreemure system, 
along with possible traces of D2 and O2 not recombined in the low-pressure 
system recominers and any Da0 vapor that may have escaped from the off-gas 
cold traps, was passed to the reactor charcoal beds. The charcoal bod dis
charge was passed through a dry gas meter and a wet test meter before being 
released to the stack. Easentielly all of toe reactor off-gas followed this 
path. Hovever, very small een into were released directly to the stack via 
the storage cold trap by venting the transfer tanks during sumplins operations.

Throughout the period of operation a running balance was maintained 
between the oxygen additions and the orr-gas flow to give some indication of 
oxygen consumption in the reactor system oy corrosion and/or other mechmnisms. 
In epl te of efforts to obtain an accurate balance, the calculated net oxygen 
consumption for the entire run was slightly negative (106 liters rP in a 
total of 30,000 liters throughput). At the nominal throughput rate of 
3 litera/min, a corrosion rate of B mpy in the reactor could be completely 
m»m by ths esti—txd 2% error in present oxrygen balance techniqe.

Shortly after the start of power operation on Mar ~h 29, the temperature 
in the two la-service charcoal beds were observed to start rising, indicating 
the presence of adsorbed. fission products. These temperstures started at 
B°C and rose steadily to a net lam of 26°c at the time of shutdown (see 
Figs. 7 and 8). On April 1, a rotameter was lasts lied in the 11 — which 
supplies cooling and flooding water to the chaicoal beds, so that boat re- 
novel from the bede could be calculated. Later, on April 3, a temperature 
controller was installed to provide constant temperature water for this pur
pose. Hovever, the forced shutdown on April 4 prevented the accumulation of 
mach data.

ate—

During the suberitical operation at the beginning of Run 14, vhile the 
heat exchangers were lag steum from outside sources, they were blov
dom — mml ly at short ntervals to maintain a level of 55 to 60% in the fuel 
boat exchanger and 45 to 50% in the blanket unit. These levels were not by 
the amount of condensing surface required to mnintain the eye ten t eagie ratureo. 
The blowdown vas sent directly to the T500 area waste pond. During power 
operation, the blowdown schedule was set to control the accumulation of solids 
in the heat sxrhangers. Although the blowdown rate varied with power level 
and chemical addition rates, a typical schedule was 1-1/2% of heat exchanger 
level every 2 hours.

During the early part of the power run, each beat exrhangar blowdown wns 
followed by a surge in reactor power level as cool foodwater was admitted to 
the heat exchanger to wake up for the blowdown loss. Later these power surge*
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were reduced by first raising ths beat exchanger level slowly and then 
lowering the level eat point as the blowdown was made. Hovever, power 
surges still occurred on occasion* when the pmeumatically-operated blow
down valves failed to close rapidly enough to hold the beat exchanger Level 
at the desired point. Lenknge through the blowdown valves also resulted in 
blowdowns that exceeded the desired amount. At 0956 on April b, the ruel 
beat exchanger level dropped 6$ below the normal operating point before the 
blowdown could be stopped. On this occasion, the level controller set 
point was Lowered and then brought up slowly, partly to avoid thermally 
shocking th* beat exchanger with a large addition of cool feedwater and 
partly to prevent an excessive sarge in reactor power level.

All of the heat exchanger samples vere monitored for activity at the 
time they were taken. At no time vns any activity detected in the stenm
semmples. The shell samples. particulmrly from the fuel boat exchanger, be-
gan to shov mmmll amounts of activity in the latter part of the run. The
activity levela vere so low that identrication of the rmdionctive epegles 
would have been hiehly quest ionmble and no such analyses vere attempted.

From the beginning of the poor run until 0915 on March 31, the nunl 
heat exchanger feedwater level was held at T9% on the level recorder- Thle 
corresponded to a water level several inches higher than that at which the 
beat exchanger wm designed to operate. Therefore, the level vaa lowered 
to 70$ to reduce the possibility of feedwater entrninment in the *team. 
The activity in the feedwater vns too low to permit evaluation of the en- 
trainment From steam activity and solids annlynes of stemm samples were vary 
erratic although some did indicate the presence of solids.

The air-cooled condenser was in service throughout the entire power 
run to condense any st sms that was not sent to the turbine. With the fan 
orf, the condenser could remove less than 1 Nv of boat. Therefore it was 
necessary to operate the fan. however, the beat removnl capacity with the 
fan in service was so great that the condensate at th* discharge of the con- 
denser was subcooled nearly to ambient temperature. The result of this was 
that the thermostatic trope on the condenser gas vents remnined open, per- 
mitting stremms of cold condensate to pour out continuouely- Therefore, it 
was necessary to keep the hand valves in the tray discharge* closed, opening 
than briefly on a two-hour schedule to release any eccumulation of gas. 
Significant quantities of gas did collect at the high steam rates associated 
with the higher power levels where the condensate discharge was warmer. The 
gas was rich tn ammonin from decomposition of Ue hydrazine in the feedwater.

FlnngeLeak-Detector Syntem
The fag - 1 -k-deteetor system performed very satisfactorily during

Run lh. Under — mal operation, all of the high-pressure henders were inter- 
connected through the common fill and vent lines. They were, however, ino- 
lated from the pressurizing header which contains the interface between the
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D,o mna UM pressurzing ens. The low-pressure henders were nimlmrly con- 
ncted. The ind-vdun bnaior presures vere read every 2 hours mnd, once 
ench ahrt, Um henders vere opened to the pressurizing hender and the 11qu1d 

- - - -—"ons Um loan of D20 wnelerel was recorded. Under steble operating
extremly lo, about 25 ce Ln • 24-bour period-

(1)..Matts,"operntng Expertence with the HT Flange Ieak-Detector 
System, 12-6-57 through 2-11-59," am CF-59-5-116 (Kay 22, 1999).
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1 coMpoNErT PEFORMANCE

Semplers

During the period or operation fmt March 25, 1938, to Apr1l 1956, 
64 aumples were isolmted from the reactor systems,4l of vhich were taken 
From the tuel hich - pressure system. Table i showa the resulte or these 
operntiona in terma or the volume or aumple obtained.

Three fuel hich-preesure nemplne ope i st ions initially yielded less 
than 2 mi volumes. In each case, a second sample Ham was evacumted and 
placed under the isolation chmsher to withdraw the sumple - in two of the 
three cases a muccesaful sample was obtained by this procedure. Two blanket 
high-pressure samples yielded less than 1*1. In ench of these cases fluid 
was recirculated throngh the sampler to isolate a fresh eample. Is the 
remnining cases where a emnl1 sample was obtained, as mmny analyses were 
made as the volume permitted.

The major operational difficulties were encountered with the ruel hleh- 
pressure sampler. The high-pressure sample strenm flow rate is normnlly 
controlled by s hand-throttling valve at the sample station. An interlock 
is vrovided to close the inlet block valve, HCV-136, if the flow rate be- 
comes high enough to raise the pressure in the isolation chamber above 
9 paig- in the case of the fuel sampler, tae inlet throttling valve, 

-135, Lssirrd so that the isolation chanter pressure occasionally rose to 
the trip point, causing a temporary interruption in the sample flow. In 
addition, the leakage past the seat of the fuel letdown valve increnped 
steadily during the run. This factor, combined with the high sumpler flow*, 
caused occasional losses of fuel pressurizer level during sampling.

Besides the dirriculty in obtaining full-sized samples, other troubles 
were encountered in the blanket low-pressure anmpler. Mechanical align- 
sent problems prevented positioning the sample flank holder under the iso
lation chamber with the result that no blanket low-pressure anmples were 
attempted after March }1.

In general, the operation or samplng the fuel dump tanks had a pro- 
nounced erfect on the operation or the entire system. In order to et flow 
trrough the sampler, the dump tanks are prcssurized by turning orr the 
culing water to the recombiner condenser and closing the condenser vent 
valve, HCV-34h. The condensate mnkeup valve, HCV-336, is also closed to 
prevent gas-binding the ruel purge pumps- This results in a decremse in 
condensate tank veight during sempling and a corresponding incresse in dump 
tank veight. The dilution or the dump tank aolution is ultimntely re- 
flected as a dilution or the fuel high-pressure system and a decreaae in 
the core temperature. The drop in core tempe nature can*** a drop in reactor 
steam drum pressure and makes it necessary to adjust the reactor steum 
throttling valves if a constant power level is to be maintained. The D20 
boilup rate is greatly reduced when the recombiner condenser cooling water 
is turned off. This allows the temperatures of the iodine bed and catalytic
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recombiner to rise toward that of the stemm in the heating cols. Although 
the low-pressure system conditions return to normal rather rapidly, two 
hours or more are required to re-establish equilibrium in the high-pressure 
rye tem.

S
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TABIE 1

SUNC or EALIG run mail 1 RuN ik
(March 25 - April 4, 1958)

Sampler
Fuel
High-P

Fuel Blanket
Lov-P High-P

Blanket 
Lo-P Total

Samples Isolnted Al 10 9 * 64

0-1 Ml

h 

g 5 
r

1-2 *1

,(1)

,(1)
0

O

2(2) o

O 3

4’1)

„(1)

2-3 *1 2 1 1 0 4

1 o 0 o 1

4-10 ml 23 38

> 10 *1 14 15

9

0

5 1

1 o

(lAfter vitidrawsl of one sample in this range, rerain or 
n—b l solation gsve * larger sample.

(2)operation mmedtately repeetea to get >4 ml.
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MISCEIIAKEOUS

RndiationMensurements
A significant amount of effort in Run 14 was devoted to radiation 

meesurementa. These measuremente were made to provide information about 
the reactor operation as well as for personnel pzotection.

Process Monitors.—Seven strategic points in the reactor system are 
continuously monitored by Victoreen radiation elements. Two elements are 
used at each location and the readings are recorded on a 16-point recorder 
in the control room. Only one pair of instruments indicated any radiation 
at all during the power run. The two elements of the stem and cooling 
water monitor in the steam valve pit appear to have been located so that 
they were exposed to inm direct radiation from the reactor cell. This 
may have been scattered radiation coming into the pit through the lower 
portion of the fuel sampler cavity, or it may have been reliation streaming 
along the main steam lines.. In either case, the readings of these ele
ments were proportional to the reactor power level, following any changes 
immedistely. Aside from the unexpectedly high readings, these monitors 
displayed nome abnormalities during the power run. At ObOO on April 2, 
the readings of the two elssumts began to diverge, with one drifting 
slowly downscale. After this time, the readings were somewhat erratic 
and, at 2145 on April 3, the readings from both elevents started downscale 
and finally stopped at the low erd of the recorder chart. A few brief 
periods followed where upscale readings were observed but they were not 
coperable to earlier readings. Since this type of instrument ia ex- 
tremaly temperature sensitive, and breaks down completely above 125°F, 
the anomalous behavior has been attributed to this effect. Thuese elements 
were subsequently relocated in the steam valve pit to provide a lower 
ambient temperature.

Oitside Radiation. — Periodic radiation surveys were made of the area 
outside the main reactor cell. In places where radiation was detected, 
surveys were made at various reactor power levels to establish a basis 
for restrictingaccess to these areas. Except for the specific locations 
discussed below, the radiation level generally was not significantly above 
background.

Table 2 li sts the mnximum radiation levels at various conditions for 
the four areas around the reactor cell vhere activity was detectable. The 
listed dose rates include fast and thermal neutrons as well as gamma radi
ation, with the appropriate factors for relative biologi cal effectiveness.

As may be seen from Table 2, the highest radiation levels existed at 
the fuel sample station, where readings up to 40 times tolerance were ob
served under sons conditions. As meh as 85 90% of the total dose at • 
this point was due to fast neutrons. Accordingly, e portable block of 
borated paraffin was placed over the sampler and left there except during 
sampling operations. With this block in place, the neutron dose rates
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1

I were negligible, although there was nome emmmma radiation. The mhielding 
section which is an integral part of the sampler contained at this time 
only lead shot, which provided insufficient neutron shielding. After
wards, the interstices were filial with borated water, as originally 
intended, to provide the desired neutron nttenumtion.

At the other location* listed in Table 2, nma rudiation wam the 
major factor in the total dose. An area of radiation existed at the top 
of the instrument thimble just outside the main oontrol room. Other snail 
•pots existed at one of the reactor cell roof plugs (B-C, vhich is just 
ebove the core), ead outeide the north mhield vux" on the third level of 
the control area.

In ndditton to the above itema, a short burst of activity eppeared 
at the stack filter each tins a fuel semple ws taken. The —gilt ng pro- 
cedure required that the fuel transfer tank be vented to atmosgherie pres- 
sure through the holdup tank and storage cold trap to the inlet side of
the stack rilter. Small amounts of fission-product nses accumlated in
the transfer tank and escaped in the venting operation. Although the 
filter activity levels were quite high at these tires, the periods were 
very short and no activity was detected by the stack activity monitor. 
The procedure was later revised to allow several hours* decay in the hold
up tank.

Reactor Cell Radiation.--A number of high-level gnmme ionisation 
-hanherw are located at various positions within the reactor cell to per- 
mit measurement of the radiation level during operation. Rone of the 
readings obtained during Run lb are listed in Table 3 along with the cor
responding reactor power level. These readings represent gnmmn actvity 
only, since the chembers do not respond to neutrons. It say be noted that 
earlier calculations of the total background radiation level in the vi
cinity of the fuel circulating pump predicted about 105 r/hr at the 5- 
reactor pover level. This compares favorably with the observed value of 
5.5 x 10* r/hr at 3.5 Mw.

Reactor Cell Leakagi

The naln reactor cell was operated at a pressure of about one -1101/ 
atmosphere absolute, throughout the run. The cell vas evacuated on 
March 26, and the end of the run, 10 days later, case before it vas neces
sary to operate the vacuus pump again. A continuous plot of cell pressure 
and air temperatures was used to calculate the overall rate of air leakage 
into the cell. Over most of the run, a rate of about 1 l1ter/min vas ob
served, considerably below any previous determinations. Toward the end of 
the run, the apparent rate was even lower.

Dlaphraem-PwpFlovMeusurements
Provisions are made in the reactor system to measure the pumping rates 

of all of the feed and purge pmps by a beat balance technique. In the
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TABIE 2

MAXIMUM RADIArION IEVELS OUTSIDE THE SHIEID DUR IMO RUN 16

Date Time

(1958)

Nominal
Reactor 

Power 
Level 
(M)

Fuel

Sqnrlon
(mrem/hr)

Roof
Shield
Block

8-C

( TM^hr)

last.
Thimble

( mrem/hr)

Mnr. 51 1920

Mar. 51 1955

Apr- 1 1430 1.7

Apr. 2 1955 2.6

Apr. 2 2065 2.6

Apr- 5 1015 5.5

Apr- 3 1665 5.5

16861)

9763)

2.562)
6(2)

28(1)

6(2)
2ug(5)

22

21

30

0.7

1.2

3.5

North

Wall 3rd Level‘“)

(mrem/hr)

2

2 5

6

9

C1)Durng sample circulation, portable shtela i ano vail.

C2 Portable borated paraffin ahiela over saumpler.

(3)No sample circulntion, portable shiela removed.

C“)0ne —11 spot, genera radiation was about 0.5 mrem/hr at 
3-5 Mv.
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TABIE 3

REACTOR CELL HADLATLON DURI RUN 14

Dnte

(1958)

Nominal
H—etor

Power
Level
(*»)

At Puel 
Cre.

At B1.
Cre.

Mar. 51 1.2

A.pr. 1 1.5

2.0

Apr- 5 3.5

(r/hr) (r/hr)

Above 
Reector 
Thermal 
Shield 

(r/hr)

Above 
Fuel 
Dump 
Tenks 

(r/r)

Above 
Fuel 
Feed, • 
Pumph +/ 

(e/hr)

1.7x10*

2.kx1o“

4.0x1o“

5.5*10“

6.2x103

9.

1.26x10* 

a.h1oh

2.8x10*

4.1*10*

7.0x10*

1.0x105

1-55x10“ 

1.85x10* 

2.15*10* 

5.5x10*

(-maa element 1s exposea to direct radiatinn from the 
core through openinga la the thorm; ahield.
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case of the feed and total purge measuremen te» a beat balance 1n mnde 
around a cooler, vhile for the circulating pump purge, the purge flow
heater is used. These r ts are lmited by the accuracy with
which the cooling or heating water flow rates and r ifi1 natures can be 
controlled, la addition, the thormocouples on the fuel feed cooler ap- 
pmrently got wet in the cell floodng operation which preosded Bun Ik, 
so that heat balances on this particular cooler were of no value for the 
entire run.

A more direct rement of pumping rate any be wads by pumping
from the condensate tanlr and oberving the rate of decrease in the con- 
dsns* be veight. however, when this method is used for the fuel feed pump, 
a dilution of the hih-pressure system occurs which results in a drop in 
core tezperature and power level. All of the fuel pump flow rates were 
mensured in this way mbonut once per shift with more frequent measurements 
when the flow rates were being changed. Whenever possible, these mensure- 
wats were made immediately after the isolation of a high-pressure smmple, 
to allow more time for the disturbance to die out before the next sample.

Fhzmical InventoriesiofDO
M tn defining the physical inventory of D20 in the renctor

nystem were taken at least once per shirt, usually in ccnnection with a 
fuel hidh-pressure semple. This information combined vith the semple re- 
mults and the pay flow data, provided a basis for calculnting solute in- 
ventories as well aa D20 inventories.

The calculated Da0 inventories were used to determine the net Dz0 
vapor transfer rates hrough the hole in the rupture disc between the 
fuel and blanket pressurizers. The operating cycle of the blanket pres- 
wurizer heaters was then controlled mnnually to minimize the transfer. 
This nods of operation was quite successful, since very low transfer rates 
were observed and these were usually reversed within a single shift.

Some changes in the separate fuel end blanket D20 inventories were 
canned by transfer from the blanket to the fuel system in connection with 
the experiments oa solution stability at various reactor t aaar araturee. 
Other chants in the fuel inventory resulted from special additions to the 
fuel ump tanks. In general, the physical inventories of D20 followed the 
changes quite well, although the total was consistently about 220 lb below 
the book value of 6570 lb.

Mensurements of Reactor Pover

The total pover level of the reactor can best b determined by con- 
nidering the entire renctor cell as a unit and messuring the energy added 
to or removed Trom the cell by all possible routes. The total nuclear 
power, i.e-, the total rate of beat generstion by nuclear processes any- 
where in the ce1l, is the difference between measured removal and additions. 
The mnjor addition* of energy to the call are through the dump tank
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evaporators, pressurizer heaters and ping notors. Beat removml la 
principally through the reactor stenm system, end the cooling water from 
the space cooLera, recombiner condensers and letdown beat exchengers. 
R—vals also include heat losses from the cell, estimmte from zero- 
power heat balances. The drawback to the overall heat balance ia that it 
requires a great number of observutione, la time-commuming end, for ac
curate results, all flows and tempermtures oust be steady while the data 
are being collected.

A convenient, instantaneous indication of nucleer power la furnin 4 
by the nuclear instrument channels which contain compensated ion -head ire 
connected to Log N recorders. The principal edventmges of this instrwwnt- 
at ion for folloving reactor power are the very wide useful range and the 
speed with which the instrumenta cen follow transients in power. The indi- 
cations from the neutron inetruments are only relative, however, and the 
actgal power can be determined only if the instrument calibrations have 
been date wined by heat balances. Unfortunately, the factor relating the 
power to the Log ■ indication is subject to change for a musher of rensoms- 
First of mll, the instrument iter if is particularly subject to drift be- 
cause the emplirication Of the ion chember output depends on the character
istics of a diode, which change with tl—. More i=poortant, at least in the 
HRT, are variations in neutron leakage probability, which determines the 
relation between neutron flux at the ion chamber and the fission rate in 
the reactor. The leakage probability is strongly influenced by r—ctor 
temperature and by the distribution of uranium in the reector. The temper- 
store effect makes the leakage probability at 250°c only 0.84 of that at 
260°c. Any shift in the distribution of uranium toward the outer part of 
the reactor greatly increases the leakage probability. A very mmall mmount 
of uranum fissioning in the blanket can easily double the leakage, and if 
the blanket concentration is 0.1 of that in the core, the leakage probabili
ty for neutrons above 1000 ev is five tines the probability with no uranium 
in the blanket. The effect of uraniun ia the blanket on neutron Level In
dication la strikingly illustrated in Fig. 9. At the sane tian that the 
pressurizer level and dump tank weights indicated that transfer started 
from the fuel to the blanket systems, the Log B indication rose very ab
ruptly, even though the nuclear heat generation actually began to decrease.

The Justification for the —nt that nuclear power actunlly began 
to decrense when the hole appesred in tne core comes from tbe observed 
temperature rise of fluid pssing through the core and bi—fret. This is 
another convenient vay of arriving at the pover level, or at lemst the por- 
tion generated in the fluid vhile it la in the resctor vessel. A recorder, 
TAR-6530, was set up to indicate core power directly in Mw and vus used 
during Run 14 as the guide la —in tain Ing pover levels.

In Table 4 are tabulated pover levels determined la various vays at 
the times vhen complete syst — beat balances were nails. The core cr end 
tbe blanket Er were obtained from inlet and outlet t osspsraturss recorded 
on a Brown 12-point recorder having a O-550°C scale. (The precision in 
read! n< the temperature differences from the chart is only about 0.5°c.)
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Tabla 4

RU 1b EEAT MALANCE RESULTS

2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10

Tlx* 1250 0413 1025 1717 0615 2157 0959 0825 1120

Date (1958) Mar 29 Mar 30 Mar >0 Mar 50 Apr 1 Apr 4

Neutron Level (Log N)

Core Er

Blanket ar

2.7 2-3 2.4 4.8 2.6 5.0 15.0 12.0 15.5

(°C) 8.5 8.0 8.5 15.0 10.0 18.0 50.0 50.0 41.0

8

8

(°C) 1.0 1.5 1.5 5.5 1.0 1.5 4.0 5.0 5.5

Nominal Core Power (TER-6530) (Mu)

Muclear Power (Heat Balance) (Mu)

Cora Pover (From ar)

Blanket Pover (From ar)

Total Power (From ar)

Blanket Pover/Core Pover

0.95

0.97

0.98

0.98

1.02

0.96

1.00 1.20 2.00 5.51 3.47 4.50

2.05 1.05 2.12 5.8 4-31 5.75

(Mw)

(Mu)

Log 2 Factor (Heat Balance) (Mw)

1.05 1.00 1.06 1.86 1.2b 2.26 5.79 5.81 5.19

0.07

1.12

0.07

0.56

0.10 0.10 0.25 0.07 0.13 0.50 0.57 O.bl

1.10 1.16 2.11 1.51 2.56 b.09 4.18 5.60

0.10

o.be

0.09

O.bO

0.15 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.08

o.be O.bO 0.42 0-29 0.56 0.56

)
a



The OX l1sted la ectunlly the dirference between the Indicated A and the 
ax indicated vhen the reactor vas at zero power (suberitical). The nuclear 
power ia therefore pre eitnaMy proportional to the Hated OX. The powers 
indicated aa being calculated from the OX" a tre baned on flow rates actually 
mensurea in the ERT. These aes are around 460 gpm through the core and 
270 0a through the blanket.(2) The instrument, TaR-6530, froun yhich the 
nominal core power la read in megavatts, la a pen-type Brown strip-chart 
recorder, vhose input la the E.X.F. drference between thermocouples on the 
inlet and exit of tre fuel beat exchanger.

The agri ar* between the povers indicated by A and the beat balance 
results la generally ood, particularly at the higher power levels vhere 
both should be more accurate. The TAR-6530 indication ia Low because it 
wee set up on the basis oF a flow rate vhich vas too Low. The Log N factor, 
vhich ia the ratio or the power given by the boat balance to the neutron 
level indication, waa fairly stendy throughout the run. The very low value 
for bailee No. 8 ia probably due to the beat balance power being low. 
Although the renson for the different beat balance renal t a for balances 
8 and 9 cannot be definitely established, between these two balances most 
of the at ean now was ewitebed to the turbine. The discrepency nay be re
lated to the fact that different a teen orifices were uaed to measure stenm 
flow, the largest item in the boat balance.

The ratio of nuclear beat generation in the blanket to that in the core 
appeared to be hiher than the 0.04 vhich was predicted. - 3 Blanket povers 
were so low, however, that error in temperature mensurement introduced con- 
aide ruble uncertainty in the calculated ration.

(2). Van Winkle end D. Bruley, "Estimated ncM Rates in HRT Fuel end 
Blanket Hieh-Pressure Systema," ain CF-58-7-36 (July 3, 1958).

(3M. C. Ealuna and F. M. Wood, "Fhysics or the Homogeneous Reactor 
Test Statics," CRNL-1780 (Aug. 27,-195*).
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INDICATIONS OF SOIUTION ISTABILITY

During Run 14 there were many Ind lest ions that the emounts of 
uranium, sulfate and copper in circulation changed from time to time. 
The chemistry of the fuel solution is discussed on pages 9 through 65. 
The paragraphs which follow present some observations, not all of which 
depend on chemical analyses, relative to the behavior of the solution.

Comperison of Concentrations
There are three ways in which the concentration of uranium in the 

core can be estimated.(1) First, it can be calculated from a material 
balance on the core and the fuel dump tanks, using the "book Inventory," 
i.e., the "known" amount of uranium in the reactor. The uranium concen
tration can also be estimated from the critical temperature and a cali
bration of critical temperature vs concentration. Finally, the concen
tration can be determined by taking a solution sample and having it 
analyzed. Each of these methods of estimating the ore concentration, 
with its peculiar advantages and disadvantage*, is discussed in the Appen- 
Aix. By comparison of the concentrations obtained by- the three methods, 
certain conclusions can be reached regarding the behasior of the fuel.

Figures 7 and 8 show ratios of critical and analytical concentrations 
to the concentrations calculated from a material balance based on the 
book inventory. The purpose in presenting the data in this fora is to 
normalize out the large variations in concentration produced intentionally 
by changes in dump tank weight or feed rate. The book inventory used in 
these calculations Include* some material known to be out of solution at 
the beginning of the run. Therefore, it is not surprising that the ratio* 
are, with one exception, all less than unity. Although the points are 
low from the start, there appear* to be a downward trend during the run. 
Any decrease in analytical concentration relative to the calculated con
centration indicates a decrease in the amount of uranium in circulation. 
A decrease in the ratio of the effective critical concentration to tbe~*~ 
calculated concentration indicates a decrease in the average nuclear er- 
fectiveness of the uranium in the reactor. This would result from 

deposition of some of the uranium in a region where the nuclear importance
1s less than the average 1 tance of the urunium in solution.

As may be seen from Figs. 7 and 8, there are sometimes considerable 
differences between the analytical concentrations and the concentrations 
based on the critical temperature. These two concentrations are compared 
directly in Fig. 10, in which each shaded point is the ratio of the ef
fective critical concentration at the time of the sample to the concen
tration observed in the sample. Differences between analytcal and

J. R. Engel et al., "Summary of ERE-2 Run 13 (Initial Power 
Operation)," ORNL CF-58-10-115, p 29, 30 (Oct. 29. 1958).
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critical concentrstions (if they are not merely the reoult of errors) 
represent the effect of neutron poisons anA/or non-circulating uranium 
la the active region of the reactor. If the concentretion of dissolved 
uranium in the core is actually greater than the required critical con- 
centration predicted from the temperature and the t ss^Mrature -concentration 
relationship observed in ths clean critical experimenta, there mast be 
material in the core vhich is having a net neutron poisoning effect. If, 
on the other hand, the concentration la solution is lower than that which 
would be required to sustain criticality in e clean resctor, the core mst 
contain uranium, other than that la solution, in quumntity sufficient to 
outweigh the poisoning effect of any corrosion or fission products which 
may also be in the core.'2) Despite the scatter, it appears from F1g- 10 
that there vns some contribution to reactivity from urunium not in circu
lation. Unfortunately, a firm estimate of the amount of urenium deposited 
in the core cannot be obtained from the difference between the analytical 
and effective critical oncentratios. This is no because the effective- 
mm of the deposit with respect to reactivity depends not only on its 
mass, but also on its exact location, both of which are unknown. (3)

Becmuse mome of the non-circulating uranlum 1s erfective, the 
fective critical concentration 1s grester than the concentration in so- 
lution. Therefore, the inventory of uranium in solution is overestimnted 
if the crtical concentration is maltiplied by the veight of solution. 
This procedure la useful, hovever, in that it gives an upper Unit on the 
mmount in solution (or a 11mit on the emount of uranum out of
solutien).

Physical and Rook Inventories
The book inventory of uranlua (or other material) la the reactor is 

the balance of all known additions and removals. A physical inventory of 
dissolved material is calculated by multiplyin the concentration revealei 
by sample analysis by the Mount of solution. (•) Since this calculation 
la the inverse of the calculation of concentration from the book Inventory, 
it is obvious that comparison of book and physical inventories is such 
the sume as a comparison of calculated end analytical concentrations - 
There are diotinct advantages to each type of comparison, however. The 
comperison on the basis of inventory has an advantage Ln that the difference 
between book and physical inventories is the total sms of material vhich 
appears to be out of solution, a quantity which is perhape acre meaningful 
than a ratio of concentrations.

C2)The sample of scale taken from the core at the end of Run 13 would 
definitely incrense reactivity by ita presence la the core. This scale 
contained 2.0% U, 10.4 Fe end relatively smell amounts of other neutron 
absorbers.

e 5)‘A Lower l1mit on the amount could be obtained from its effective- 
no a a by assuming an importance equal to that at the center of the core.

(“An "equivalent" amount of solution must be used, since the solution 
la the dump tanks is more concentrated than that la the high-pressure 
ayutea aa a remult of the difference in fuel feed and letdown rates.
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r
Higure II comperes book and physical inventories of uranium, copper 

and total sulfate. Other components, such as nickel end free ncid, are 
not presented her— — book inventories cannot be — Intel — d for them, at
least not in the sume way as tor ur—1—, copper and mulfate- On the 
plot of ur—lum inventories, the dashed line reprenenta the upper 

urpqium la solution, estimated from the effective 
t,1-)

on the Mount of
cal i?one—tration

t
Ti-

Power Disturbances

During the part of the run when the pove r was above 8 M, there were 
uu— occurrences ia which the nuclear power, as indicated on the Log 
V laetni—nt, abruptly surged up and quickly fell back. (The largest ex- 
cursion was about 20$ of initial power, and the duration of the surges vas 
generally lose th— half a minute.) These nuclear powe r excursions pro
duced no great disturbances in the system operation, but they — ac- 
companied by surges in fuel pressurizer level and minor r—Titatre 
changes. Because of the cnapr«seed pove r scale on the Log * instrument, 
and bee—ee the eutomatic last naw nt standarei zation produced a very mimi- 
Lar swinging of the pen, the existence of the pove r excursions was not 
recognized during the course of the run. These excursions or "pipo" be
en— the subject of study vhen,ein later runn, they became larger and 
their effects more notices ble.-b) Peevnml notion of Run 1A ehart records 
disclosed the existence of numerous pips at powers above 2 M. At 3.5 Nw 
the average frequency of pipe larger th— 7$ (the lower Unit of sure 
detection) was about 0.75 per hour. Although the details are not known, 
the mechanism c—slag the pipe is most likely the random shifting of 
uranium within the active region of the reactor, as by uranium breaking 
away from a deposit and being swept up through the core.

Discussion

The solution behavior, at least in 1te gross aspecte, la probably 
revealed most clearly by the comparisons of criticality information with 
book values of concentration or inventory. Such comparisons avosa the 
errors of chemical analysis and give a more nearly continuous picture of 
the situation. The same picture la shown by either the plot of critical/ 
calculated concentrations in Fig- 10 or the inventory plot in Fig- 11, 
which shows the upper limit of circulating inventory based on the ef- 
feet! vw critical temperature. This comparison does involve calculating

^^Aa remartad before^ tnhe presence in the core of deposited uranium 
makes the effective critical concentration greater than the actual concen- 
tration of dissolved uranium.

(6p. R. Kasten et al., "ERP Qunr. Prog. Rep. Oct. 31, 1958,* 
ORNL-2654, p 19.
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un «uivalent emount of molutom, but no calculations were mnde for MW 
vhen the system conditions were chengins very rapidly, CO tat errors are 
minmized. The poaaIble error In critical comoentzatiom due to uncer- 
tainty in mrrivingatthe muclear evernee tempermture from the inlet en 
outlet temperutures is avprecimble at the hicher povers near the end of 
the run, however. (It appeurs from other considerationa that the approxi- 
mation used is not seriously in errer-) Som of the notewortny fentures 
of the comperisons of eriticality end book values for comcentration mnd 
inventory are as follow*:

1. The pointe at the 1-e power level macsest that between 
March 29, and the power increase on Marrh 51, there was actually an in- 
crease of perhaps 2% (about 150 s) in the amount of effective urea lie*.

2- The first power Increnne to 2 Ms was qaickly followed by the Loss 
of at Least 450 g of uranium. When the power wn* dropped back to 1 Mw, 
there vus a rapid recovery of most of the uranium, followed by a gradual 
recovery of the remainder.

3- Variatlon of con temperatures from 245 to 270°C at a power of
1 Me hnd no etectable effect on the amwet of effective urenium.

4. After the fast ria* to 2 Ms on March 31, there was no sleniricant 
Loa* for about one hour, then La the next ninety minutes there vas a Loe* 
equivalent to about 350 * of uranium- Recovery was gromual as the power 
sea lowered in stags* to 1 Ms.

5- Some urenum vas lost during subseqaent operation at 2 M, al- 
though not as mmach aa durins the first rise to that power.

6. The loss increngod vhen the power vna raj eed to 3.5 Mv on 
April 5.

7. The addtion of the acid wan followed by aa 1ncrenpe in the er- 
fectiveness of the urantm, equivalent to the recovery of about 130 g. 
The effect may huve baea only temporary, hovever.

8. There was a continues* downward trend in the mount of errective 
uranium during th* final four hours of power operation. (Soam of the ap
parent de er*aa* is probably due to incremning error in evaluation of the 
nuclear everuga te^>*rater*.)

The orngparieoat of effective critical concentration vith the mnmlytical 
result* (Fig- 10), vhich shoulA reveal the offset of urenium deposited in 
the core is someshat clouded by scatter vhch is probably due to analytical 
errors. A fev of the extreme points can definitely be attributed to er- 
rors. The point at 2114 on April 2, is muspect because of abnormally high 
ratio of uranium to other ion* and a poor balance of cmtions and anion* 
la the sample (see Fig- 13). Several other anmples show the seme evidence 
of error, but to a lesser degree. The concentration* reported for the
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aample at 0548 an March 51, appear to to too hieh for all componen ta,
perticularly uranium and copper- Use cf the enalytical concentrations
gives physical inventories even hl jar than the book Inventories. This
connot be attributed to error in the eqaivmlent mount of —lution used 
La calculating physical inventory, because the criticality indication and 
the took inventory were r t w ri ■ using the seme value, and results were not 
abnormal. The very high point at 0750 on April 4, eppe are to to valid.
Although the scatter in the data mnes the conclusion eoe—at —estionsble.
there aypears to to an uyward trend during the run- 
there vns an —mt of deposited uranium in the core 
time vent on. premumably due to the increasing pover

Thus it mppeara that 
73ch increnned as

An ob—rvation regnrding the approximnties of nuclear svwre— temper- 
nture is in order at this point. The approximation used to the calcu
lations, na—ly, that the core eversge is the mean of the inlet and out- 
let, probably underestimmtes the nuclear aversge tee—• return and erfective 
critical concentration- Thus a portion of the apparent drop in critical 
concentration during the pover increases on April 5 mnd 4, is due to an 
incrensing error at the higher povers and temperature spreads. Use of a 
core svwre— t ■—■nature nearer the outlet would have made the apparent 
decrease in critical concentration less; it would have —wetly enlareed 
the difference tot—— effective critical concentration and the analytical 
cocentration, towewer.

It appears that the best approximatiom for the core avers—• temper- 
ature is to use a value between 0.65 to 0.80 for • in the e—st ion

Tay - Tn * * (Tout - Tn)
(see pege67). To illustrate the effect of a more —Untie approximation, 
using • • 0.7 insteed of 0.5 would rnise the criticnl/unlytical ratio at 
0750 on April 4, from 1-165, aa ahom on Fig. 10, to 1.206 and the criticnl/ 
calculated from 0.828 to 0-858. The critical/calculated ratio at 1215 
would to ratsed to 0.852 by the changed temperature ap—nrl nation.

Comgarison of book and physical inventories of uranium shous that 
at the beginning of the run some 800 to 900 g of urnnum was out of so- 
lution. with the beginning of power operation, scatter user eased tot the 
mverage physical inventory at 1 Mr was 220 g higher than the avernge vhile 
the reactor was subcritical. The physical nventories de creased later as 
the power was raised. Figure 12 shows a plot of differences tot— — book 
and physical inventories as a function of pover level- The line is a 
lenst-equmres fit of all the points (including the —ties point). If

4
"‘‘In later runs, particularly Run 17, the effective critical con- 

centration was found to be grester than the analytical concentration by 
an amount which eery definitely increased with power Irrel.
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the deeremze la non-cireulating ureal um between zero and 1 M la ss ow n. 
to be an erfect of time, rather than pover, and a line in fitted to only 
those points at 1 Mu and above, the slove la steeper and the intercept at 
zero pover la mround boo g. It la we listen Ing to compere the foregoing 
figures for non-circulating ar—tin with the results of anmlynes of scale 
taken from the reactor at the end of Run 13 end at the end of Run 14- 
The evidence of the scale mnelyses vas that about TOO 6 of uranium vas 
hel up on the we Ila at the beginning of Run 1b and about 500 g remmined 
after the run.(8) Plots of non-circulmting copper mnd sulfate vs power 
shoved vide scatter and no significant correlntion.

The detmils of the molution behavior are somevhat clouded by errors 
Inherent la the various calculations snd determinations vhich mst be uned 
la the study of the details. It la quite clear, however, that there vas 
a mubstantial loss of renctivity at times during the run and that the 
lonses were relmted to pover level. The evidence of loss vns particularly 
obviqus during the early attempte to raise the pover above one megmatt, 
vhen Um reactor temperatures fell dremmtically nfter power increases. 
A plot of non-circulating urenum vs power level shovs qaite convincingly 
the errect of power on the solution. From this plot, it may be inferred 
that 800 to 900 6 of u.run Inn was out of oolution at the beginning of the 
run, and that at the end perhmps k0o 6 remnined out, A plot of physicel 
Inventory vs time suggeste thmt some of the mnterial misning at the be- 
ginning of the run came back durine oporation at 1 M, then vent out egmin 
when the martor was opersted at M^er pover. mhe time behmvior of the 
erfective critical concentration ah oust that time constants for either 
ioss or recovery of urnnium were gsnsrally lesz than one hour. Comgerison 
of analytical und erfective eritical concentrations inicates thmt a part 
of the non-cireulating umnitM vns deposited somewhere la the core, vhere 
it contributed to the reactivity. Further evidence of non-circulating 
uranlum ceme from the anall, but rether frequent, abrupt surges la power, 
vhich app ■ ar to be due to qunntities of urnnium mhirting to a position of 
higher nuclear mportence.

“°o.u. Jenko et nl., "Ermminmtion of Specimens mna Seales Taken
Proa the HRT Follovins Runs 13 ant 1b," CRNL CP-58-9-37, p 11 
(Sept. 11, 1958).
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FUEL. sourTIoN CHMISIRY MD CCRR0SION

The moler ratios of the major fuel solution componente in Bus. It are 
plotted in Fig- 13. In the early, suberitical part of the run, the ratios 
were relatively steady but became incremaingly erratic ma the run pro- 
greased. Most of this large scatter is believed to result Trom errors in 
analytical control. Contributing factors were the change in the mnelyti- 
cal methods for U and Cu in the last third of the run, and the transfer of 
titrations from the laboratory to the hot cell near the end of the run.

Tbe plot or molar ratios or the fuel polution emmples Indicatee thnt 
there were chapes In annuel tion at the higher nucleer povers, higher
temperatures and lonser times; bowever, 
in thia net or dntn alone may be quest

tbe sieniricance or these trends 
ned. The apperent trenda vere de-

craneing (U/BO,) , and increasing (H2SO/Cu), (H,SO,/U) and (M2804/50,)- 
The ratio (11/804) increased at the rate corresponding to 2.8 spy (MO*) 
corrosion of the type-347 stainless steel in the fuel hich-preamure •yates 
during nuclear operation. This corrosion slope was calculated for the 
critical running tine only and includes the three rinal dump tank mamples 
at the tins the reactor was shut down (total 29 sumples).

The molar ratios of the major molution conponests are especially 
valuable in estimnting solution composition since tsis primmr1ly a 
relative determination. The ionic concentrations or two maples can only 
be related directly through the physical inventories for each snmple- 
The molar ratios have the advantmge that they are free of the errors of 
physical inventory. Hovever,, both approaches are Halted by analytical 
innccurcy and by nonrepresentative summpling. Mhen a particular ommnple 
result is erratic it is not always possible to deduce which one or wore of 
the five major componenta enalyzed is ‘out of control.' Mower, when the 
ratios (U/SO,), (Cu/SO), (N1/804) and (H,SO_/54) are all relatively low, 
the chances are that the total S, analysis was hich, and so forth.

An additional index of analytical accuracy has been termed 'ion 
bulmnce* or ‘electrical neutrality ratio': If all five of the mejor so- . 
lution componente are exactly determined, the sum of the four solar ratios 
to total sulfate muast be 1.00. (If other solution components are present 
in signi ficant umounts, such as Nn or Ft, the sum of the four major solar 
ratios must be € 1.00.) Mere agnin two or sort of the five components any 
have been incorrectly determined but still result in an ion balance of 1. 
Wwast nation of the individual molar ratios nay show this.

The corollary to the ion belance criterion is that the molution free 
acid calculnted by subtracting (U-Cu-n1) from (total S04) oust be equnl to 
the annlytcal free acid. In Fig- 13, the ratios of (anelytical H2504/504) 
are connected by the continuous line and the ratios of (calculated H2S04 
SO,) are indicated at the ends of the vertical bars. The dirference between 
the analytical and calculated free acid ratios to sulfate is the error in 
•ion balance* and is shown graphicmlly by the length of the vertical bars. 
The usefulness of the ion balance criterion has been limited by the poor
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o dependability of the analysis for free acid. However, since pH measure- 
sent in reactor solutions has not proved useful, the free acid analysio 
is essential as a check on the analytical control of the other major so
lution components.

The molar ratios calculated from "Book Inventory" are indicated by 
dashed lines in Fig. 13. This book inventory is based on the additions 
mads to the system at the start of Run 1b, and upon an estimate of the 
fraction of Run 13 inventory which renal ned in the reactor after transfer 
of this inventory for processing. The estimated fraction of U remaining 
was 0.1443 and was based on the recovery of Run 13 uranium after processing. 
The estimated fractions of Cu and SO remaining were 0.1312 and 0.0876, 
respectively, and were based on the average (U/SO4) and (Cu/so,) ratios 
of the last eleven Run 13 dump tenk samples and the estism ted tion of
U remanng. The estimated fraction of N1 remainng was assumed to be 
identical to the fraction of U remaining; the Ni inventory estmated at 
the end of Run 13 was the average of

for 23 samples after nuclear operation. The average of the first eleven. 
(ubcritical) samples is below the book ratio of Fig. 13 for (U/so,), 
(Cu/so,) and (N1/SO,); It is above the book ratio for (H,SO,/Cu), 
(H2SO4/U) and (H2804/S04) -

In order to ereml ne the Run 13 to 14 inventory transition more 
closely, the molar ratios at the end of Run 13 and at the beginning of 
Run 14 were plotted in Fig. 19. The book ratios for Run 14, shown as 
dashed lines in this plot, assume that the same fraction of Run 13 inven
tory for all components, .1443, vas transferred to Run 1b. There is 
better agreement between the Run lb subcritical samples and 'book ratios' 
In this instance. For comparison, other book ratios are Indicated at the 
right margin of Fig. 1b. Book ratios labeled A were calculated from the 
fresh Run lb fuel charge, book ratios labeled B are those drawn in Fig. 13 
and were defined previously.

Although conclusive proof is not possble, the evidence from the mo- 
lar ratios of the Run lb subcritical solution samples is that there was 
proportional transfer (0.1bb3 fraction) of Run 13 inventory to Run 1b and 
that this inventory was well mixed with the new fuel charge, although not 
necessarily completely in solution or accounted for by physical inventory 
in Run 1b. If this was the case, it is possible that the failure to trans
fer the last 1b of Run 13 inventory from the reactor system had the same 
cause as the physical inventory discrepancy during previous runs. In an 
early U-238 run the physical inventory discrepancy was -15% while the so
lution was being circulated, but about 98% was recovered when the reactor 
was drained.
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The alternative explanation for the transfer of part of the Run 13 
inventory to Run 14 is that the greater part of the transferred inventory 
remained in the reactor as partly, or temporerily, insolubln mate rials. 
This explnation is supported by data on the r—position of reactor 
— ales.l1) In either case, or with a combination of both explanations for 
the inventory transfer, the book inventory for Run 14 cannot be exactly 
date rained.

The ratio (N1/ 804) is considerably below the esti—ted initial book 
level in Fig. 13 during subcritical operation and, — plotted, gives the 
impression of rising sharply after the start of nuclear operation. (The 
nickel level of the subcritical ommples was confirmed by the last two sam- 
pies before nuclear operation when the— sumples were analyxed one year 
later and found in clow ngreement with the earlier analyses.) However, 
the (1/80) data can al— be described by a eno a th line which ri—s with 
tl— and then any decree— toward the end of the run when (U/BO,) ap
parently decreases. This description is consistent with an interpretation 
of the composition of reactor scales which has been proposed. (1)

The corrosion attack rate on a type-347 stainless-steel epeei—n at 
the core access flange Ln Run 14 was reported to be essentially zero mpy, 
end the decrease in the Ri content of corrosion scales between the end of 
Run 13 and the end of Run 14 was reported to account for most of the Ri 
which appeared in solution during Run 14. (1) Therefore, the actual cor
rosion rate of type-347 stainless steel in Run 14 was postulated to — much 
less than the apparent 2.8 mpy which was calculated from the run data: the 
esti—ted decrease in the Ri content of scales was 91 g, the average — - 
lution inventory of Ri during Run 14 power operation was LOO g, the dif
ference is equivalent to an average corrosion rate of 0.5 mpy during nuclear 
operation.

The complete chemcal and pectrographie fuel solution data for 
Run 14 are recorded in Tabla 5. It may be noted that so— data are pre
sented here which are not plotted on Fig. 13. The reasons for these omis- 
sions follow. If a particular sample was obviously too — 11 for — t 
chemical analysis, it was submitted for spectrographic analysis only 
(semples 97 and 151). One sme1l semple, 181, was submitted for both wet 
chemical and spectrographic analysis. However, since only partial chemi- 
cal results were obtained and no duplicate analyse a were run, the Infor- 
nation for this sample was not plotted on Fig. 13. Another sample, 102, 
was spilled before the chemical analyses were completed, so it was not 
shown on Fig. 13 even though the partial results are given in Table 5.

^^G.' H. Jenk», A. 8.* Olsen, and w. C. Yee, "Exnminatona of Sped.—ma 
end Scales Taken from ths HRT Foilowing Runs 13 and 14," ORNL CF-58-9-37 
(Sept. 11, 1958).

(
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Meny rmdiochemical weal yes were elmo performd on these reector
smmples, but theme datm are not recozded here • of the volume and
the complexity Involved in interpretation i the sourleeLoae raaeba* AR Ve. 
behavior of radiomuclides in the ET nave been reported elnewhere .(2)» (3)

The frequent oecuarrence of Al La the spectrographic ana lyses has been 
attributed to contamination during enmlysis, because the Al new b ant rat Lam was 
very erratic by comperidon with other loan. Bowever, it also may have 
come from the alma inn pellets in the catalytic recumbiner in the low-pres
sure system. Later control studies of the spectrographic Cu analysis 
showed that there was variable contamination from braes equiyment in the 
spectrographic hot cell. Since the contemination might occur either in 
the reactor sample or in the standard solution run in aeries with every 
reactor sample, the wide range in the spectrogrephi c Cu data resulted.

The spectrographic Cr enmlynes on the suberitical semples consistently 
■bowed a solution inventory of I nolo, but Cr dropped below detection 
shortly after the beginning of nuclear operation. bear the end of the run 
Cr again became detectable and was first observed at 2.5 M. In the last 
two samples fallen during nuclear operation, at 3.5 a, 1-2 and 1.4 ppm Zr 
were plan reported. (These resulte were believed to be low due to poor 
recovery of Ir from the ion exchange colums used to separate uranium from 
spectrographic samples.)

A similar ineremse in Cr concentrations Ln in-pile studios has been 
reported to occur at high temperatures, power densities and sulfuric acid 
concentrations!* • The appearance of Zr Ln solution is evidence of acceler
ated mttack of the Zr-2 core vessel at the higher power levels. This ef- 
fect was also originally observed in In-pile studies.(5)

Although the stendy-state concentrations of Cr and Zr La the fuel no- 
lution at higher povers cannot at this time be quaantitatively related to 
corrosion rate, their mppearence la oolution seemed to be a good indicator 
of trouble since the core vessel failure occurred shortly thereafter at 
the nuclear power of 5 (nominn1).

The data obtained La Run 14 blanket snmples are recorded in Table 6. 
There in no evidence in these remults that the lea ir age of urmnum occurred 
prior to 1232 on April 4. The blanket pH apparently did drop to 3 several

A. We hews at al., “HRP qunr. Prog. Rep. April 31, 1958 and 
July 51, 1958, -2561, p 267-68.

(7). W. Stoughton et al., "ARP qunrt. Prog. hep. April 31, 1958 and 
July 51, 1958, "CRAL-2561, p 321-24.

(“)3. C. Banter, J. B. Baker, and R. J. Davn, "Anmlynls of the statun 
of Chromum in Solution Uner In-Pile Conditions," ORL CF-58-7-63 
(July 15, 1958).

(5)G. I. Jenks, "Effect Of Radiation on the Corrosion of Zircaloy-2," 
Cam. CF-57-9-11 (Sept. 50, 1957).
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